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Dover Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 115 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.2in. x
0.4in.Blackwork embroidery was very popular in Tudor times,
and it is now enjoying a tremendous revival. A form of
counted-thread work, blackwork emphasizes shading
contrasts that are possible working with a single color of
thread. This book is one of the best modern works on
blackwork. After covering the intriguing history of blackwork in
a lively text and beautiful selection of illustrations, the authors
present every aspect of the modern techniques and uses of the
craft. There is a discussion of contemporary techniques of
transferring a design, stitches, needles, and more; information
on how to make a design, including numerous illustrations of
examples such as birds, animals, fruit, architectural forms, an
angel, a crusader, and more; over 200 illustrations of
embroidery patterns, including simple, filling, and border
patterns; and coverage of materials and threads with full
charts. A new Publishers Note gives a listing of current
American suppliers. Done in black silk on white linen,
blackwork was originally used to decorate clothes and
household articles. Today, you can still produce effective
decorations in black-and-white, but many projects will look
even better done in color. You can...
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke-- Ja queline K er luke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an
extremely basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered
me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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